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ABOUT THIS
CD-ROM PACKAGE

The Experimental Musical Instruments quar-
terly journal began publication in 1985 and
ran through 1999, putting out a total of 70
issues. This package contains those issues
in the form of Adobe .pdf files on two CD-
ROMs. Each issue appears as one .pdf file.
The pages of the journal are reproduced just
as they originally appeared in print.  

It would have been great to produce these
CDs with top visual quality and fully search-
able text. Unfortunately, to do that would
have been prohibitively expensive, given the
limited numbers that this rather specialized
collection can be expected to sell.  So (not
wishing to let the perfect be the enemy of the
good) we’ve produced instead a not-so-
glamorous but still useful and far more afford-
able product. The quality of reproduction in
these files is not the best, but the images are
reasonably clear and the text is readable. 

The pages in the issue files are images only;
there are no underlying text files for the jour-
nal pages. This means that you can’t perform
text searches of the articles, you can’t do
text-based cut and paste operations, and you
can’t print selections of text from within a
page.  

However, you can print whole pages just as
they appear on your screen. And for search-
es, we have provided an extensive set of
synopses of all of the articles in the form of a
text file that is searchable. You can use this
to find references to topics that interest you,
and from there go to the relevent articles.  

NAVIGATION AND OTHER TASKS
General Navigation: Use standard navigation procedues for Adobe Acrobat .pdf files:

OPENING FILES: You can open any file on these CDs in the usual way: click on the File
menu in the upper left of your screen, click “open,” click the CD drive where the disk is, and
then click on the relevent file. For files other than the journal issues, you may also be able to
open them via the bookmarks, as described below. 

SCROLLING AND PAGING WITHIN A DOCUMENT: Use the scoll bar on the right of your
screen, or the the triangular paging icons at the top or bottom of the screen. You can also
type in a page number in the space between the triangles at the bottom.  

USING THE BOOKMARKS: Bookmarks can be a convenient way of jumping to a new loca-
tion within a file or jumping to a new file. To open the bookmarks pane, click the bookmarks
tab on the left side of the screen . Then click on any of the bookmarks listed there to jump to
the bookmarked location. 

IMAGE AND TYPE SIZE: For comfortable reading, you can enlarge or reduce the size of your
screen image by using the circled plus and minus signs, or the percentage window, near the
center top of your screen. 

To open a particular issue or go to an article in a particular issue: CD#1 of this set con-
tains the issues from Volumes I through VII. CD #2 has Volumes VIII through XIV. Make sure
that the CD containing the issue you want is in your CD drive. Then use the File menu as
described above to open the issue you’re interested in. From the front page of the issue you
can scroll or page through to whatever article you’re after.

To search for articles on or references to a specific topic: Because the issue files are not
text files, you cannot do text searches within them.  Instead, go the the Searchable Synopses
file (it can be found on either CD), and perform a text search. You’ll find instructions for doing
searches at the start of the Searchable Synopses file. When you find an article that interests
you, make a note of the issue and page number, and open the issue as described above.  

To print a page: Initiate printing just as you would in a word processor or other software. You
cannot select portions of text to print; you can only print whole pages.

To browse: You can either browse through the issues themselves, or browse through the
Searchable Synopses pages in search of articles that catch your interest. 
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